For All Encompassing System Protection
and Predictability

For system administrators who demand a
better way of handling all aspects of the user
environment, triCerat has the ultimate solution.
Whether your primary goal is to effectively manage and control your user workstation environment or to
provide superior user personalization, Simplify Suite has something to offer everyone.

Features
• Simplify Console - an easy-         
to-use, centralized interface for
configuring, managing, and
monitoring all Suite functions.
• Auditing Control Feature
• Automatic Simplify Database  
Discovery

policies, reduce logon times, manage personalization for large numbers of virtual desktops, and deliver

• Auto-Verification License
Manager

the correct profile information to the right user at every logon session from any location. Simplify Suite

• Comment Space

allows users to have a highly customized, fast, and predictable desktop environment which in turn

• Administrative Bookmark Menu

increases work productivity and overall satisfaction.

• Administrator Delegation
Management Tool

Simplify Suite provides the ability to reliably deliver desktops, control application access, help enforce

triCerat’s all encompassing user environment management system gives you the
technology to run an efficient, seamless business operation.
The Simplify Suite utilizes a database that can be created and controlled from any machine or location.
The Simplify Console offers an all-in-one interface that allows you to streamline, automate, and optimize
the most challenging aspects of TS, virtual desktop, and workstation configuration: profiles, resource
management, printing, and user environments.
triCerat’s complete user management tool incorporates a software framework that extends and enhances Windows 2003 and 2008 Server operating systems which boosts Windows Terminal Server
performance and Citrix XenApp reliability and security as well as supporting VMware virtual desktop
infrastructure (VDI) and Windows workstations.

Simplify Suite provides system administrators with increased server
predictability, performance, security, and lowered support and hardware costs.

Try Us Out!
Visit our Website at tricerat.com or feel free to call us with any questions at our US
toll-free number: 1 800.582.5167

• Customizable Panes

Benefits
• Boosts TS reliability, performance,
and security
• Enhances end-user experience
and productivity
• Reduces support and
administration effort
• Ensures delivery of service-level
commitments
• Expands capacity of existing
hardware
• Eliminating extensive scripting
    and Group Policy edits
• Prevents users from running
unauthorized .exes
• Monitors and adjusts CPU
distribution and tuning memory
consumption, enhancing
performance

“We started this project in September 2005 with one server - 6 months later we are at 5 servers and almost
400 users. I can say without hesitation, without Simplify Suite the printer problems alone would have buried
us. Aside from NO printer issues, Simplify Suite has given us an easy method of deploying our product. I recommend your Suite to anyone deploying Terminal Services.” — Jack Hogue, WinCruise

